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PRELIMINARY STATEMENT  

1. This is a story about a failed seduction and disappointed expectations. Laoc, a host State, 

lured a bank into investing in its coal energy sector committing to provide the utmost 

protection for the investment. However, once the bank had invested in the construction of 

T1, a state-of-the-art coal-fired power-plant, these promises became nothing but smoke and 

mirrors. Laoc banned coal-fired power-plants from its territory only two years after T1 was 

up and running, 38 years before the plant’s lifespan of 40 years had expired. Laoc then 

seized this chance to take over the whole energy sector through the creation of a State-

owned company to headline the alternative energy market. The bank’s investment went up 

in flames and sold its rights and potential claims arising out of this investment to Goliath 

National Bank (GNB), the Claimant here. No settlement could be reached with Laoc, thus 

GNB was compelled to start this arbitration.  

2. The State then challenged Mr. Mason, the arbitrator appointed by GNB, without any solid 

grounds to do so. 

3. In short, the challenge to Mr. Mason should be dismissed, and full compensation should be 

awarded for a change in the legal regime constituting a violation or GNB’s rights under a 

multilateral treaty that binds Laoc, and whose violation made profiting from the investment 

impossible.  

STATEMENT OF FACTS 

Parties to the dispute 
 
4. Claimant is Goliath National Bank JSC, a company incorporated in Mercuria. 

5. Respondent is the Republic of Laoc, a developed country with extensive coal-deposits and 

a strong coal-mining industry where the coal-fired energy-sector has always played a major-

role in its economy.1 

 
1 SUF, p.56. 
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Coal-fired energy played and plays today a critical role in Laoc’s economy 

6. Domestic electricity production in Laoc is and has always been dominated by coal-fired 

power-plants,2 which are supplied by locally extracted coal.3 The coal-mining industry 

comprises 20 percent of Laoc’s GDP and employs 15 percent of its workforce.4 

7. Even in the face of voices that urged Laoc to transition to alternative energy sources, the 

Laocan government dismissed them and kept encouraging coal-fired power generation.5  

8. Laoc’s regulation in the coal-market had remained essentially unchanged for the past 25 

years.6 Paying no mind to global trends, Laocan regulation in the coal generation area was 

only ever slightly updated to meet the best available techniques in the industry.7 Laoc 

supported its local coal-industry and was primarily interested in receiving investments in 

new coal-fired power-plants.8 

Laoc actively sought investments in the coal-fired energy production sector 

9. Laoc is a parliamentary republic and a unitary State, which divides its territory into 

Municipalities,9 each of which has a Governor approved by the Laocan Parliament.10 

Laocan Governors have a mandate to oversee the administration, and facilitate the 

development of the economy and business in the municipalities to them entrusted.11 

10. Both legislative and executive authorities of Laoc had, for the past years, continuously made 

specific representations and comments regarding the advantages of investing in the Laocan 

coal-industry.12  

 
2 SUF, pp.56,59. 
3 SUF, p.56. 
4 Ex.C-1, p.9. 
5 SUF, p.56. 
6 Ex.C-1, p.9. 
7 Ibid. 
8 SUF, p.56. 
9 Ibid. 
10 PO3, Clarification-1. 
11 Ibid. 
12 Ex.C-1; Ex.C-5; Ex.C-2. 
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11. Mr. Ji-Yeong, Governor of Ticadia, actively sought investments between the years 2008 

and 2009.13 In many venues, including investment forums, he lauded Ticadia as the perfect 

place for coal-fired energy production.14  

In view of these representations and the stability of the Laocan legal framework MFNB 
decided to invest in Laoc 

12. These representations of the Governor attracted Mountaintop, a sophisticated investor with 

experience in the energy production industry,15 and induced it to invest in Laoc. 

Mountaintop negotiated with Laocan authorities for approval to construct a high-efficiency 

state-of-the-art 850 MW coal-fired power-plant.16 During these discussions, Laoc raised no 

environmental concerns whatsoever.17  

13. The technological requirements of the project required an investment of over US$1 billion. 

For that reason, Mountaintop approached MFNB to obtain a construction loan18 to build 

T1.19 MFNB agreed to finance close to the 60 percent of the total cost of T1.20 Given the 

substantial amounts at stake, MFNB accompanied Mountaintop to all relevant meetings 

with Laocan authorities.21 In one of these meetings, the Governor confirmed that the 

competent agencies of the government had completed the evaluations for the construction 

of T1. He also promised to ensure that all government officials would be instructed to 

cooperate to the fullest extent possible during the construction and operation of T1.22 

14. On 1 December 2010, MFNB entered into the Financing-Agreement pursuant to which it 

provided a loan of US$600 million to T1-LLC, Mountaintop’s operating subsidiary, to build 

T1. The loan was secured by the pledge of the power-plant, of the shares of T1 LLC, by a 

mortgage of the land in which T1 was to be built, and a guarantee from Mountaintop.23 The 

 
13 Ex.C-5. 
14 PO3, Clarification-1. 
15 SUF, p.57. 
16 Ibid. 
17 Ibid. 
18 Ibid. 
19 Ibid. 
20 Ibid. 
21 Ibid. 
22 Financing-Agreement. 
23 SUF, p.57. 
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loan was to be repaid within 20 years from the date of commissioning of T1.24 The full 

US$600 million were disbursed by MFNB upon execution of the Financing-Agreement.25 

15. Five days later, T1-LLC obtained a permit from Respondent and started the construction of 

T1.26  

16. On 25 September 2014, the plant became operational.27 The licence for commercial 

operation was set to expire on 2054.28  

17. Had everything gone according to the initial plan, T1 would have contributed significantly 

to the wellbeing of the Laocan population. Amongst the benefits, the operation of T1 would 

have reduced the median electricity bill in Laoc by 15%, besides creating hundreds of new 

jobs for the Laocan citizens.29 

Laoc fundamentally changed its energy-policy and ban coal-fired power-plants 

18. After the US$600 million loan by MFNB had been committed to T1-LLC and while T1 was 

being constructed, on 3 February 2012.30  

19. Laoc, Mercuria, and other countries in the region, established the ASNEC IO.31 

ASNEC-Member later entered into the ASNEC-Treaty (a multilateral investment treaty), 

which contains an extensive chapter on investment protection in the energy sector and an 

investor-State dispute settlement mechanism.32 

20. A few years later, on 6 July 2016, the Laocan Parliament enacted Law-66 “on the Phase-

out of Coal Energy on the Territory of the Republic of Laoc”33 which banned the operation 

of coal-fired power-plants by 31 December 2028, thus forcing T1’s shut down 26 years 

before the end of its expected 40 years lifetime.34 According to Laoc, the aim of Law-66 

 
24 Financing-Agreement. 
25 PO3, Clarification-6. 
26 SUF, p.57, ll.1464-1466. 
27 SUF, p.58. 
28 Ex.R-1, p.30. 
29 Ex.C-5, p.14. 
30 ASNEC-Charter. 
31 Ibid.  
32 ASNEC-Treaty. 
33 Law-66. 
34 SUF, p.59.  
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was to implement the ASNEC Coal-Directive “on the renewable sources of energy”.35 This 

Coal-Directive, which had been adopted by the ASNEC-Council on 17 February 2016, 

provides that ASNEC-Members have to reduce the percentage of their final gross 

production of energy from coal-fired power plants to 0 by 2028,36 and that no compensation 

would be paid to the owners or operators of coal-fired power-plants due to the phase-out.37  

21. The very next day after Law-66 had been enacted, the Governor proclaimed it a “harsh” 

measure and professed to do all in his power to ensure the Investment would be treated 

fairly and to help MFNB and Mountaintop in any way possible.38 This was the Governor’s 

last known public utterance on the subject. During these events, workers of Laoc’s coal-

industry protested country-wide against the measure.39 

22. Later that same year on 5 December 2016, Laoc adopted Law-72 “on Energy Transition”, 

creating the LRC, a State-owned and funded company whose sole shareholder is Laoc’s 

Ministry of Energy. Its stated objective is promoting the renewable-energy sector and 

overlooking the construction of power-plants with a budget of US$1 billion.40 

The ban of coal-fired power-plants makes profiting from the Investment impossible 

23. Following the enactment of Law-66, the market value of the assets pledged to MFNB under 

the Financing-Agreement dropped by at least 50%.41 Thus, Mountaintop instructed T1-LLC 

to file for bankruptcy as it became impossible for it to generate enough cash flow to repay 

MFNB’s US$600 million loan.42 

24. Further, Mountaintop refused to honor its guarantee and, consequently, on 6 May 2017, 

MFNB initiated an ICC arbitration under the dispute resolution clause of the Financing-

Agreement, seeking to enforce the guarantee thereunder.43 However, the arbitration was 

 
35 Ibid. 
36 Coal-Directive, Art.7(1). 
37 Coal-Directive, Art.7(3). 
38 PO3, Clarification-1. 
39 SUF, p.59. 
40 Ibid. 
41 Ex.C.11; SUF, p.59. 
42 Ex.C-11. 
43 SUF, p.59. 
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resolved against the claimant in 2018 and no payment pursuant to the guarantee was ever 

forthcoming.44 

25. MFNB simultaneously began planning to initiate an arbitration against Respondent under 

the ASNEC-Treaty.45 The enactment of Law-66 left MFNB in dire financial straits and it 

was thus compelled to act promptly.46 

MFNB assigned the investment and its associated claims to Claimant 

26. MFNB sought for someone to assign both the Investment and any potential claim arising 

out of it.47 Therefore, pursuant to an Assignment-Agreement dated 1 July 2017, MFNB sold 

all rights under the Financing-Agreement, including the rights to claim compensation from 

Respondent for breaches of its obligations under the ASNEC-Treaty to Claimant, in 

exchange for US$150 million. Thereafter, Claimant became the legal successor to MFNB 

in respect of all rights arising from the Financing-Agreement.48 Subsequently, Claimant 

notified Respondent about the change in the Assignment-Agreement on 2 July 2017.49 

27. On 7 October 2018, Claimant delivered a notice of dispute to Respondent and requested the 

institution of amicable consultations pursuant to Art.X(1) of the ASNEC-Treaty.50 On 31 

January 2019, after the expiration of the three-month negotiation period set forth in Art.X(1) 

of the ASNEC-Treaty,51 Claimant filed its Notice in the present proceedings seeking redress 

for Laoc’s breach of Art.II(1) of the ASNEC-Treaty. 

Respondent’s untenable challenge to claimant-appointed arbitrator 

28. In said Notice, Claimant appointed Mr. Mason as an arbitrator.52 He is an experienced 

arbitrator with numerous appointments, including several made by respondent States. He 

 
44 Ibid. 
45 SUF, p.60. 
46 Ibid. 
47 SUF, p.60. 
48 Assignment-Agreement. 
49 PO3, Clarification-6. 
50 Notice, p.5. 
51 Notice, p.4. 
52 Notice, p.7. 
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has frequently acted as presiding arbitrator and has likewise been appointed by claimants, 

and respondent parties.53 

29. On 15 February 2019, Mr. Mason filed his Statement of independence and impartiality 

noting no fact that would bar him from acting in this case. On 28 February 2019, Respondent 

appointed Gisèle Gwenaelle as its party-appointed arbitrator,54 who together with Mr. 

Mason, appointed Daniel Crane as president of the Tribunal.55 Consequently, on 5 March 

2019, the KCAB notified the Parties of the constitution of the Tribunal.56 

30. On 16 July 2019, Respondent challenged Mr. Mason arguing that Mr. Mason’s participation 

as an arbitrator in the Hewer-Plants and C-Energy arbitrations, a tweet he issued related to 

the first case,57 and his career advices given to young practitioners during an interview to a 

Podcast; generated justifiable doubts as to his impartiality.58 Those two cases were 

arbitrations against another ASNEC State likewise involving the plant closures at issue here.   

 
53 Claimant’s Response to Challenge, p.53. 
54 Response, p.29. 
55 PO1. 
56 Ex.R-6, pp.39,40. 
57 Ex.R-10, p.51. 
58 Ex.R-9, p.50. 
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JURISDICTIONAL ISSUES 

31. As explained above,59 by means of the Assignment-Agreement,60 MFNB assigned to 

Claimant the Investment and any potential claims arising out of it.61 The rights assigned 

also included the right to initiate this arbitration in order to claim compensation for 

Respondent’s breach of the ASNEC-Treaty over its Investment.  

32. Respondent objected to the Tribunal’s jurisdiction alleging that Clamant lacks standing in 

these proceedings because, first, Claimant “does not own nor, in fact, has it ever made any 

investment” under the ASNEC-Treaty;62 and second, the ASNEC-Treaty does not permit 

the assignment of claims.63 Claimant has standing to bring this arbitration since: (I) it owns 

and controls an Investment that is protected by the ASNEC-Treaty; and (II) the 

Assignment-Agreement is not barred by the ASNEC-Treaty. 

I. Claimant’s investment is protected by the ASNEC-Treaty 

33. Under Art.X of the ASNEC-Treaty, Respondent consented to the submission of “[d]isputes 

related to Investments, which concern an alleged breach of an obligation [prescribed in the 

Treaty] of a Contracting Party” to international arbitration.64 

34. Further, the ASNEC-Treaty provides in Art.I that “Investment” means: 

“every kind of asset owned or controlled by Investors of a Contracting 
Party, either directly or indirectly, outside that Contracting Party’s Area 
but within the Area in terms of Art.(6)(b). 

In particular, “Investments” include: (a) (…) property rights such as (…) 
mortgages (…) and pledges; (c) claims to money (…) having an economic 
value and associated with an Investment (...). 

Investment” refers to any investment associated with an Economic Activity 
in the Energy Sector.”65 

 
59 See 26 above. 
60 Assignment-Agreement. 
61 Assignment-Agreement, Clause-1.1. 
62 Response, p.26.  
63 Response, p.27. 
64 ASNEC-Treaty, Art.X. 
65 ASNEC-Treaty, Art.I. 
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35. Thus, the Tribunal has jurisdiction to hear all the disputes: (a) related to “Investments”;66 

(b) associated with an “Economic Activity in the Energy Sector”;67 and that are (c) “owned 

or controlled”68 by (d) “Investors of a Contracting Party”.69 

36. The ASNEC-Treaty defines “Investor of a Contracting Party” in its Art.I(4)(b) as “a 

company or other organization organized in accordance with the law applicable in that 

Contracting Party.”70 There is no debate here that Claimant satisfies the definition of 

“Investor of a Contracting-Party”, since it is incorporated in the territory of Mercuria, a 

Contracting-Party to the ASNEC-Treaty, as was MFNB, and Respondent has not raised any 

objection in this regard.71 

37. Respondent claims that Claimant does not own a protected investment under the ASNEC-

Treaty. However, case law has repeatedly recognized that loans qualify as protected 

investments. For example, in Sanum, where the applicable BIT contained a similar 

provision to the one contained in Art.I(1)(c) of the ASNEC-Treaty, the tribunal recognized 

that loans were undoubtedly “claims to money” qualifying as investments.72 Similarly, in 

Sempra, where the applicable BIT also defined the term “investment” in a similar fashion 

to the formula used in the ASNEC-Treaty, the tribunal held that under the broad definition 

of investment contained in the applicable treaty: “loans are generally to be considered as a 

protected investment”.73 In the same vein, the tribunals acting in CSOB, Fedax, MNSS and 

Standard Chartered Bank have also considered that loans qualify as protected 

investments.74 

38. In this case, Claimant also “owns” the rights and claims arising from the Investment of 

US$600 million (i.e., the loan from MFNB) provided for the financing of the construction 

of T1 (i.e., an Economic Activity in Respondent’s Energy Sector).75 The right to the 

 
66 ASNEC-Treaty, Art.X(1). 
67 ASNEC-Treaty, Art.I(1). 
68 Thunderbird, ¶108. 
69 ASNEC-Treaty, Art.I(1). 
70 ASNEC-Treaty, Art.I(4)(b). 
71 Notice, p.5, ll.28-29. 
72 Sanum, ¶320. 
73 Sempra, ¶214.  
74 CSOB, ¶¶77,80&83; Fedax, ¶43; MNSS ¶207; Standard Chartered Bank, ¶229. 
75 Financing-Agreement, Clause-2.1. 
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repayment of the loan and its interests constitute a “claim to money”, which is included in 

the above definitions of “Investment” of the ASNEC-Treaty. Thus, following the reasoning 

of the tribunals in Sanum and Sempra, Claimant’s Investment is protected by the Treaty.  

39. Contrary to Respondent’s allegations, Claimant “owns and controls” the Investment since 

the Assignment-Agreement transferred to it all rights under the Financing-Agreement.76 

Thus, Claimant (a national of a Contracting-Party) “owns and controls” a “claim to money” 

associated with an “Investment” (i.e., the loan made by MFNB) in the Energy Sector, falling 

into the scope of Art.I(1)(c) of the ASNEC-Treaty. Indeed, the loan is secured by a 

“mortgage” on the land on which T1 was built and by “pledges” of the shares in T1-LLC, 

precisely the illustrations expressly set out in Art.I(1)(a).77  

40. Additionally, Respondent explicitly acknowledged MFNB as “an investor” under the 

ASNEC-Treaty,78 and has identified it as the company who “could have submitted”79 claims 

to this Tribunal. Therefore, by acknowledging that MFNB could have submitted claims to 

the Tribunal due to its rights over the Investment, Respondent has confirmed that the loan 

provided by MFNB qualifies as an Investment protected by the ASNEC-Treaty. 

41. In light of the above, since Claimant became the owner and controller of the Investment 

made by MFNB through the Assignment-Agreement, it has standing to bring this arbitration 

against Respondent under the ASNEC-Treaty. 

II. The Assignment-Agreement is not barred by the ASNEC-Treaty 

42. Respondent claims that the ASNEC-Treaty prohibits the Assignment-Agreement from 

transferring MFNB’s conceded rights, including the right to assert this claim to Claimant, 

since, according to Respondent, “International Law and the ASNEC Energy Investment 

Treaty do not contain any legal framework for the assignment of claims”.80 However, once 

again Respondent’s position is incorrect. The ASNEC-Treaty does not bar Claimant of its 

rightful standing. Indeed, the assignment of treaty claims is compatible with the ASNEC-

 
76 Response to Notice, p.26, l.607.  
77 Financing-Agreement, Art.5. 
78 Response to Notice, p.26, l.610. 
79 Response to Notice, p.26, l.613. 
80 Response, p.27. 
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Treaty’s provisions. This Tribunal should refrain itself from imposing additional 

jurisdictional requirements not included within the ASNEC-Treaty’s wording. 

43. First, and most tellingly, nothing in the ASNEC-Treaty prohibits the transfer of an 

investment. In fact, since the assignment of treaty claims facilitates the release of value in 

assets and encourages the flow of investment,81 prohibiting this kind of transaction would 

be contrary to the purpose of the ASNEC-Treaty. If the drafters of the ASNEC-Treaty in 

fact intended to bar such transfer, they would have certainly included wording to that effect, 

but they decided not to do. Similarly, there is nothing in the UNCITRAL-Rules nor in 

International Law that would bar the assignment of treaty claims.82 

44. The assignment of “claims to money” was addressed in a similar jurisdictional context in 

Energoalians. There, a foreign enterprise was the creditor under two contracts to a State-

owned enterprise of Moldova (respondent) responsible for the operation of respondent’s 

power-grids. The foreign enterprise assigned both claims to Energoalians (claimant).83 The 

applicable treaty was the ECT that, like the ASNEC-Treaty, requires “investments” only to 

be “owned or controlled” by an investor.84 In rejecting the jurisdictional challenge based on 

the transfer, the tribunal found that the claimant’s asset that consisted in a “claim to money” 

was associated with an investment85 and, critically for our case, that its transfer to the 

claimant did not change its nature.86 

45. Likewise, in Standard Chartered Bank, the claimant was a foreign bank that acquired a loan 

which financed the construction, ownership, operation, and maintenance of an electricity 

power-plant.87 The tribunal recognized the loan as an investment, concluding that having 

acquired it through an assignment (changing the identity of the original lender) did not 

change the fact that the electricity power-plant continued to enjoy the use of the funds earlier 

disbursed after changing the lender’s identity.88 

 
81 GOH, p.6. 
82 Ibid. 
83 Energoalians, ¶80. 
84 ECT, Art.I(6). 
85 Energoalians, ¶215. 
86 Ibid. 
87 Standard Charter Bank, ¶9. 
88 Standard Charter Bank, ¶250. 
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46. Further on, as Prof. DOUGLAS concluded while analyzing the Germany Model-BIT “claims 

to money”89 can, by nature, be assigned.90 

47. Secondary, Respondent cannot add additional requirements to the definition of Investment 

that are not present in the ASNEC-Treaty. Several tribunals have consistently upheld that it 

is not up to them to impose additional jurisdictional requirements that the instruments 

containing the contracting parties’ consent do not require.91 It is commonplace that a 

“[t]ribunal is bound to interpret the terms of [a treaty] (…) not as they might have been 

written (…) but as they were actually written.”92 

48. In this vein, there are limited circumstances in which transfers have been found 

jurisdictionally wanting. These are, on the one hand, cases in which the tribunals have relied 

on the treaties’ specific wording that expressly required to “make an investment”93 or to 

“invest”94 and, on the other, transfers which were ruled by tribunals as made in order to 

facilitate “treaty shopping”.95  

49. In this case, nothing in the ASNEC-Treaty prohibits the transfer of protected investments, 

nor it requires the “making” of an investment for the investor and the investment to be 

protected by the Treaty. Against Respondent’s suggestion,96 the ASNEC-Treaty extends the 

notion of “Investment” to any temporal stage at which an investment is “owned” or 

“controlled” directly or indirectly,97 and does not link it solely to the initial “making” of it. 

In this regard, had the Contracting-Parties to the ASNEC-Treaty wanted to include a 

provision to this effect, they would have done so, as reflected in other investment treaties.98 

Indeed, the assignment of investments and treaty claims is compatible within the ASNEC-

Treaty’s Preamble, which has as its objective the promotion of “intra-ASNEC investment 

flows” in order to contribute with ASNEC-Region’s economic growth and development.99 

 
89 DOUGLAS, p.183, ¶382. 
90 Ibid. 
91 ADC-Affiliate, ¶357: Gold Reserve, ¶255; Rompetrol, ¶110; Saluka, ¶241; Siag, ¶208-210; Yukos, ¶435. 
92 Yukos, ¶435. 
93 Quiborax, ¶233. 
94 Clorox, ¶798. 
95 Mihaly, ¶24. 
96 Response, p.26. 
97 ASNEC-Treaty, Art.I(1). 
98 NAFTA, Art.1139; Spain-Venezuela BIT, Art.I(1)(a); Bolivia-Chile BIT, Art.I(2). 
99 ASNEC-Treaty, Preamble. 
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Therefore, under the ASNEC-Treaty, an asset is an investment in the hands of the one who 

owns or controls it, and is not attached to the one who initially made it. In sum, acquiring 

an “Investment” and its related potential claims through an assignment is compatible with 

the ASNEC-Treaty’s wording. 

50. MFNB, as Respondent concedes,100 could have brought claims itself, and therefore there is 

no argument that the transfer was galvanized by a need to find a “better” (i.e, protected) 

claimant where none existed before the transfer. 

51. Claimant and MFNB executed the Assignment-Agreement under which MFNB and GNB 

agreed that “all references to MFNB in the Financing Agreement shall now be read as 

referring to GNB”.101 This agreement was concluded in arm’s length and consistently with 

the local market practices.102 By means of the Assignment-Agreement, MFNB expressly 

relinquished and assigned to Claimant all the rights arising out of the loan granted to finance 

T1 and “any potential claim” against Respondent.103 Consequently, Claimant acquired an 

“asset” associated with an Investment, the loan granted for financing the 60% of T1. As in 

Standard Chartered Bank, the funds disbursed by MFNB are still being enjoyed by 

Respondent’s Economic Energy Sector. This is so because having been constructed thanks 

to the loan granted by MFNB, T1 is still operating after the lender’s identity in the 

Financing-Agreement changed.104  

52. Respondent had knowledge of all these events, since it was notified by Claimant the day 

after the execution of the Assignment-Agreement.105 However, being fully informed, 

Respondent did not to voice any objections. 

53. Indeed, the Financing-Agreement is surely evidence of a loan and the Assignment-

Agreement the means of an assignment. As in Energoalians and Standard Chartered Bank, 

this Tribunal should also reject the jurisdictional objection grounded on the alleged 

ineffectiveness of the Assignment-Agreement to place in the hands of the Claimant a 

protected Investment and the related right to assert claims associated with such investment.  

 
100 Response, p.26. 
101 Ex.C-12. 
102 SUF, p.60. 
103 Ex.C-12. 
104 PO3, Clartification-9. 
105 PO3, Clarification-5. 
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54. This Tribunal should not impose additional jurisdictional requirements that are not required 

by the applicable Treaty and recognize that the assignment of treaty claims is compatible 

with the ASNEC-Treaty provisions. 

55. To conclude, since the transfer made through the Assignment-Agreement falls within the 

scope of Respondent’s consent to arbitration under the ASNEC-Treaty, Claimant has 

standing to bring this claim before this Tribunal. 
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 RESPONDENT’S CHALLENGE TO MR. MASON 

56. On 16 June 2019,106 Respondent challenged Mr. Mason based on: (a) his appointment as 

arbitrator in the Hewer-Plants arbitration, a case against another ASNEC-Member arising 

from the Coal-Directive which was reported on 2 June 2019 in an IAN article,107 and a 

retweet he made of an article published on 3 June 2019 in IAN referring to said case;108 and 

(b) certain comments he made in a Podcast interview on 9 May 2018.109 Respondent argues 

that this creates an “issue conflict” that calls his impartiality into question. Respondent is 

wrong. 

57. On 23 June 2019, Mr. Mason filed a response to the Challenge. In his response, Mr. Mason 

took into account Respondent’s “concerns”110 and “[n]otwithstanding [his] firm conviction 

that no duty to disclosure exists in the present case”, also disclosed his participation in the 

C-Energy arbitration, another case against the same ASNEC-Member involved in Hewer-

Plants.111 

58. Mr. Mason’s Challenge must be rejected since the facts invoked by Respondent do not reach 

the threshold of creating justifiable doubts as to Mr. Mason’s impartiality established in 

Art.12(1) of the UNCITRAL Rules, which states that “Any arbitrator may be challenged if 

circumstances exist that give rise to justifiable doubts as to the arbitrator’s impartiality”.112  

59. It is now settled in the case law that, for a challenge to be successful, the relevant “justifiable 

doubts” are not those harbored subjectively by the challenger, but by a reasonable third 

person – i.e. an “objective” standard.113  

60. In addition, doubts need to be “justifiable”, which means that they need to be supported by 

concrete facts, not simply by surmise or conjecture.114 There are no such facts here. As it 

will be demonstrated, neither (I) Mr. Mason’s participation as an arbitrator in the Hewer-

 
106 Challenge. 
107 Ex.R-9. 
108 Ex.R-10. 
109 Ex.R-8. 
110 Challenge, p.45. 
111 Mr. Mason’s Response to Challenge. 
112 UNCITRAL-Rules, Art.12(1). 
113 IBA-Guidelines, Art.1.2(c); National Grid ¶80; Vito Gallo, ¶19. 
114 Vito Gallo, ¶19. 
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Plants and C-Energy arbitrations and a tweet he posted in his private social media account 

nor (II) his career advice to young practitioners given in an interview a year before 

Respondent raised the Challenge, would lead a reasonable observer to harbor justifiable 

doubts about Mr. Mason’s impartiality. 

I. Mr. Mason’s appointments in previous cases and his tweet related to Hewer-

Plants are insufficient to raise justifiable doubts regarding his impartiality 

61. Respondent asserts that there are justifiable doubts regarding Mr. Mason’s impartiality 

based on his experience in the subject-matters under discussion in the present case. This is 

not enough grounds for sustaining a challenge. Otherwise, the international investment 

arbitration framework would cease to be viable if a challenge such as the present one was 

admitted.115 

62. Similar challenges have been routinely rejected before. In Serafín García Armas, the 

appointing-authority, Mr. Siblesz, the Secretary General of the PCA, dismissed the 

challenge brought against Prof. Tawil on the same grounds that Respondent is bringing the 

Challenge against Mr. Mason, because the respondent in that case failed to establish any 

connection between the investment cases in which Prof. Tawil had acted as arbitrator and 

the one in which he was being challenged, even when they all concerned sovereign 

expropriations.116 

63. In Valeri Belokon, respondent filed a challenge against Prof. Paulsson on the grounds of his 

previously expressed views on the concept of “denial of justice”, which was under 

discussion in that case.117 According to the respondent, Prof. Paulsson “stuck to his views” 

with respect to “denial of justice” in a previous case as well as in an expert opinion, and in 

a monograph.118 There too, Mr. Siblesz rejected the challenge because respondent had failed 

to identify a specific legal issue that the challenged-arbitrator might have prejudged. 

Respondent’s reference to the general “concept of ‘denial of justice’” was insufficiently 

specific to sustain a challenge.119 Simply asserting that two cases involved a “denial of 

 
115 Universal Compression, ¶¶83-84. 
116 Serafin García Armas, ¶64. 
117 Valeri Belokon, ¶9. 
118 Valeri Belokon, ¶9. 
119 Valeri Belokon, ¶97.  
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justice” could not sustain a challenge absent an analysis of the facts specific to each case.120 

According to Mr. Siblesz, that Prof. Paulsson had addressed the general topic of denial of 

justice only meant that he has expertise on that subject, not that there existed a conflict 

justifying a challenge.121 

64. That the same legal issue may arise in various cases does not mean that all of them are going 

to be decided in the same direction, since the analysis depends on the underlying facts of 

each case. In words of the Noble Ventures tribunal “the question whether those standards 

have been violated has to be considered in the light of the circumstances of each case”.122  

65. This arbitration is one of many proceedings arising out of the abrupt reversal in ASNEC 

Members States’ legal framework. There are at least 17 publicly-known cases brought 

against ASNEC Member States under the ASNEC-Treaty regarding the Coal-Directive’s 

banning of coal-fired power-plants.123 Mr. Mason has been appointed in three of them, 

including the present case and two against Wellfalcon.124 But Mr. Mason has had more than 

30 appointments in investment arbitrations, including seven appointments by respondent 

States and six appointments as tribunal president.125 His appointment to this Tribunal is not 

surprising as it is common in investment arbitrations for an arbitrator to participate in cases 

arising from the same legal measures. For instance, Prof. Orrego Vicuña has acted as 

president of the tribunal in 3 cases brought against Argentina arising from the same legal 

measures and in none of them he was challenged.126 

66. Getting closer to the specific basis for the challenge here, Respondent is wrong in 

contending that Mr. Mason’s participation in Hewer-Plants taints his impartiality.127 To be 

sure, both this case and Hewer-Plants arise from the same Coal-Directive, but the material 

facts, which are all that matter, are different in each case. Hewer-Plants upheld the 

claimant’s argument that the State (Wellfalcon) had breached the FET-standard in the 

ASNEC-Treaty by requiring the closure of a lignite-fired power-plant. On the other hand, 

 
120 Valeri Belokon, ¶97. 
121 Valeri Belokon, ¶97. 
122 Noble Ventures, ¶181. 
123 Ex.R-9, p.50. 
124 Ex.R-9, p.50. 
125 Challenge, Claimant’s Response, p.53, ll.1328-1330. 
126 CMS; Enron; Sempra. 
127 Challenge, p.45, ll.1135-1136. 
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it sustained Wellfalcon’s argument that liability for the plant’s closure should be attributed 

to ASNEC, not to Wellfalcon, under the ASNEC-Treaty.128 

67. It is essential to discuss at a granular level the differences between this case and Hewer-

Plants to show that Respondent’s Challenge is meritless. Aside from the Challenge to Mr. 

Mason, there are three main issues in this case: (a) the jurisdictional objection based on the 

transfer in the Assignment-Agreement, (b) whether Laoc met the FET-standard of 

treatment, and (c) whether liability from any breach of that standard should be attributed to 

ASNEC rather than to Laoc.  

68. There is nothing in the Record to suggest that the first issue, jurisdiction, was present in 

Hewer-Plants.129 Indeed, if any jurisdictional objection had been raised there, and we have 

nothing in the Record to suggest it was, it could not possibly have been based, as it is here, 

on the identity of the claimant because in Hewer-Plants the claimant was the original 

investor, not a transferee.130 Thus, Mr. Mason could not possibly be tainted as to that aspect 

of this case by his involvement in Hewer-Plants. That issue is plainly irrelevant when 

assessing his impartiality. 

69. As in Valeri Belokon, Respondent’s reference to the fact that Mr. Mason has already faced 

the issue of the FET-standard in relation to the Coal-Directive is insufficiently specific. 

Although the question of the FET-standard was at issue in Hewer-Plants and is at issue 

here, at the core of that determination lie facts that are unique to each case. For example, 

the creation of “reasonable expectations” in this case turns entirely on the conduct, 

representations, and promises of Laoc and on the reasonable understanding of that conduct 

by MFNB over time (none of which is replicated in Hewer-Plants involving different 

parties, time frames, and conduct). As Claimant shows below in its discussion on the merits, 

the violation (or not) of reasonable expectations depends entirely on the specific facts about 

the relation between the particular investor and the particular State. 

70. In this vein, the recent Spanish cases which have arisen from the enactment of an electricity 

reform against the same respondent should be taken into account. Various tribunals 

analyzed different set of facts and circumstances to decide whether or not Spain had violated 

the FET-standard through the enactment of the same legal measure. In this regard, while 

 
128 PO3, p.70, Clarification-16. 
129 Ex.R-9, p.50. 
130 PO3, Clarification-15. 
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assessing the violation of the FET-standard by Spain, two cases were decided in favor of 

the claimants131 and two other cases in Respondent’s favor.132 The result always turns on 

the specific facts of each case. 

71. Whatever evidence Mr. Mason may have heard about the conduct of Wellfalcon and Hewer-

Plants in that case, that evidence is irrelevant to the conduct of Respondent and Claimant 

that may (or may not) animate the creation or violation of “reasonable expectations” in this 

case. Likewise, the issue of “proportionality”, another ingredient of the FET-standard, turns 

on, amongst other things, the harm faced by each State (wholly different in Wellfalcon and 

in Laoc, where different fossil fuels were at issue) and what other measures were taken to 

balance the burdens inflicted on participants, all facts unique to each case that do not travel 

from Wellfalcon to Laoc. In short, there was no occasion for Mr. Mason to be tainted in 

Hewer-Plants in respect to any factual aspect bearing on the question of FET in this case. 

72. To say that Mr. Mason is partial because Hewer-Plants and this case both involve a certain 

legal standard (i.e., the FET-standard) is as unconvincing as to say that having heard a 

breach of contract case Mr. Mason is disabled from ever hearing another breach of contract 

case involving different facts, different time frames, and different parties. This is utter 

fantasy. 

73. Respondent’s Challenge, if based on the third aspect of this case, what has been called 

attribution, is even more untenable. To be sure, it could be argued that this is a matter 

principally of law, relatively devoid of factual content. And no doubt Mr. Mason may have 

heard some legal arguments in Hewer-Plants on the way to a ruling in the respondent’s 

favor. We have here the bizarre situation of a Respondent challenging an arbitrator for 

participating in another tribunal that ruled in favor of the challenger’s own position in this 

case. That cannot be the basis for a challenge. 

74. All the same can be said, of course, in respect to Mr. Mason’s recently disclosed 

participation in C-Energy.133 There is nothing in the Record that shows any factual 

similarity or duplication between that case and this one. The challenge grounded on C-

Energy is as baseless as the challenge grounded on Hewer-Plants. 

 
131 Eiser; Novenergia II. 
132 Baywa; Isolux.  
133 Mr. Mason’s Response to Challenge, p.52. 
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75. The supposed “similarity”134 between this case and Hewer-Plants and C-Energy do not 

support a challenge of Mr. Mason. Predictably, Respondent seeks to add flavor to its 

baseless arguments by pointing to a post on Twitter, where Mr. Mason said: “Proud to have 

served as an arbitrator in this ground-breaking case on #climatechange!”.135 Respondent 

does not explain how this could amount to justifiable doubts regarding Mr. Mason’s 

impartiality or an expression of views on the merits of this case. Characterizing his service 

in Hewer-Plants as “hav[ing] served in a ground-breaking case” says nothing about Mr. 

Mason’s view of the merits of this case or raises any justifiable doubts regarding his 

impartiality in the eyes of a reasonable third-party. 

76. Respondent could well argue that Mr. Mason’s late disclosure of his appointment in C-

Energy, another case triggered by the Coal-Directive, does not paint him in a favourable 

light. But then Respondent would have had to show, at least, why Mr. Mason would have 

been driven to hide C-Energy or even Hewer-Plants. But there is no such reason as Mr. 

Mason was entirely correct in his rejoinder of 23 June 2019 that he was not required to 

disclose either case under the applicable law, much less, as a matter of common sense or 

upon the searching factual analysis above. Mr. Mason’s silence regarding what he had no 

duty or reason to disclose does not transmute silence into a basis for a challenge. 

77. Respondent points listlessly to the Coal-Directive as the trigger for this case, Hewer-Plants 

and C-Energy.136 But that alone, as we have shown above, is not a basis to harbor any doubt, 

much less the reasonable doubt required for a challenge to be upheld, as to Mr. Mason’s 

impartiality. As was stated above,137 Mr. Mason has an admirable reputation as an arbitrator, 

boasting 30 appointments in investment arbitration cases, including seven by respondent 

States and six presidencies,138 all facts which put the lie to Respondent’s bald assertion that 

Mr. Mason “distrusts state in the exercise of their regulatory powers”.139 As was held in 

Valeri Belokon, the mere fact that Mr. Mason has spoken on the general topic of FET-

standard only shows his expertise on that subject, not partiality or prejudgment. 

 
134 Challenge, p.45. 
135 Ex.R-10, p.51. 
136 Challenge, p.45, ll.1137-1140. 
137 See ¶28. 
138 Claimant’s Response to Challenge, p.53, ll.1327-1329. 
139 Challenge, p.46, ll.1156-1157. 
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78. In sum, Claimant should not be deprived of its right to appoint an experienced arbitrator 

based on unsupported claims about Mr. Mason’s lack of impartiality. 

II. Mr. Mason’s career advice to young practitioners almost one year before the 

Challenge 

79. Finally, Respondent relies for its Challenge on the transcript of Mr. Mason’s comments in 

a Podcast interview made on 9 May 2018, almost a year before the Challenge. This (A) 

should be rejected as it was untimely and, (B) in any event, it does not support justifiable 

doubts regarding Mr. Mason’s impartiality. 

A. Respondent’s Podcast-based Challenge was untimely 

80. Art.13(1) UNCITRAL-Rules requires that:  

“A party that intends to challenge an arbitrator shall send notice of its 
challenge within 15 days after it has been notified of the appointment of the 
challenged arbitrator, or within 15 days after the circumstances mentioned 
in articles 11 and 12 became known to that party.”140 

81. In Valeri Belokon the challenge against Prof. Paulsson was held untimely.141 It was 

concluded that the challenger had sufficient information to raise a challenge before the 15-

day period set forth in Art.11(1) of 1976 UNCITRAL-Rules expired.142 Thus, the 

challenger’s responsibility to research the grounds for the challenge and notify the tribunal 

in the time limit prescribed had not been met.143 The same can be said here concerning a 

challenge to Mr. Mason based on this Podcast interview. 

82. Mr. Mason gave career advice to young practitioners in a Podcast interview aired on 9 May 

2018 that became publicly known immediately.144 Indeed, research by a junior associate at 

Greene promptly located that interview.145 Claimant nominated Mr. Mason on 31 January 

 
140 UNCITRAL-Rules, Art.13(1). 
141 Valeri Belokon, ¶92. 
142 Nowadays, UNCITRAL-Rules, Art.13(1). 
143 Valeri Belokon, ¶91. 
144 Ex.R-8; SUF, p.60. 
145 SUF, pp.60-61. 
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2019.146 The constitution of the Tribunal was notified by the KCAB to the Parties on 5 

March 2019.147 The challenge was filed on 16 June 2019.148 

83. These dates alone show that Respondent’s Podcast-based Challenge violates the 15-day 

limit of Art.13(1) UNCITRAL-Rules. To be sure, there was no reason for Respondent to 

investigate Mr. Mason before his appointment on 31 January 2019 or, charitably, even 

before 5 March 2019 when the KCAB notified the Parties of the constitution of the Tribunal. 

But, by that time, the Podcast interview had been public knowledge for some 10 months, 

since 9 May 2018. Yet, Respondent did nothing after Mr. Mason’s appointment until 16 

June 2019 when, in the wake of the 2 June 2019 article in IAN commenting on the decision 

in Hewer-Plants, it finally moved to challenge Mr. Mason. There is no issue regarding the 

timeliness of the 16 June Challenge to the extent it is based on the 2 June reference in IAN 

to the Hewer-Plants case, or even insofar as it may be amended to raise C-Energy that Mr. 

Mason brought to the Parties’ attention in his response of 23 June, after the Challenge had 

been raised. It has already been shown above that these two cases offer no basis to remove 

Mr. Mason. Plainly, Respondent itself thought nothing of the Podcast Challenge, and for 

good reason as shown below. Indeed, it did know about the Podcast virtually from the 

moment Mr. Mason came to its attention, and therefore was aware of the basis of this 

challenge some three months before Respondent raised it. 

84. The Podcast-based Challenge is thus untimely and should be rejected on that basis alone. 

B. In any case, Mr. Mason’s interview does not raise justifiable doubts regarding his 

impartiality  

85. Respondent initially, and for good reason, appeared unconvinced about the Podcast-based 

Challenge.149 As noted, it did nothing for some three months and challenged Mr. Mason 

this confirms that Respondent itself thought very little of Mr. Mason’s general comments 

persuasive value, for good reason. In other words, the Podcast does not even contribute to 

achieve the standard of justifiable doubts regarding his impartiality. 

 
146 Notice, p.7. 
147 Ex.R-6, pp.39,40. 
148 Challenge, pp.44-51. 
149 SUF, p.61. 
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86. In National Grid, the respondent challenged one of the arbitrators based on his interventions 

during the cross-examination of the expert offered by claimant. The challenge was 

dismissed because it was regarded as inappropriate under reasonable third-person test to 

rule concerning the challenged arbitrator’s impartiality without considering his intervention 

as a whole and the context of the intervention.150 

87. Respondent in this case asserts that the interview suggests Mr. Mason’s partiality against 

States. But there is nothing to support this self-serving conclusion in what is, after all, 

simply career advice to your practitioners about to consider investment or climate change 

arbitration as a field of interest. Indeed, in retrospect his advice to focus instead on the 

“financial side”151 of projects instead of arbitration was not particularly good career advice 

given the recent profusion of such arbitrations.  

88. Respondent may make much of the answer: 

“[I]t is not hard to imagine scenarios where states will resort to climate 
change arguments in support of their actions. I have seen this kind of 
situation: projects are approved and executed; the public opinion shifts, 
and environmental measures are taken.”152 

89. This is no more than a confirmation of an obvious situation that has in fact happened in this 

case as well. It is precisely what an informed observer would have truthfully said. This says 

nothing about Mr. Mason’s view regarding the merit of any case in which, as Respondent 

has done here, States resort to climate change arguments to support their conduct. It offers 

not a hint or clue as to his view regarding financial responsibility for such actions. 

90. His other impromptu answers alter nothing. He said also “I do not see how climate change 

adds anything new to the debate in investment law (…) the police powers arguments 

again.”153 In the context of career advice, he simply noted for the benefit of those starting 

in the profession that the doctrine of police powers would not be much altered by discussing 

it in the context of climate change measures. It is simply an opinion about the developmental 

direction of a doctrine in a different factual setting. It says absolutely nothing as to how he 

would rule in a case where police powers are at issue. He noted finally that: 

 
150 National Grid, ¶93. 
151 Ex.R-8, p.49, l.1234. 
152 Ibid. 
153 Ex.R-8, p.49, ll.1229-1231. 
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“[W]hether climate change treaties, if they can be considered treaties at 
all, can come into play as a part of applicable law in investment treaty 
arbitrations is understandably subject to debate.”154 

91. To note that this debate exists is no more than a description of what is happening in the 

multitude of arbitrations presently pending and, thus, it does not meet the test of creating 

justifiable doubts as to the arbitrator’s impartiality required by the UNCITRAL-Rules to 

disqualify an arbitrator.155 It is a description of what Mr. Mason perceived as the current 

state of play in investment arbitration, not a prescriptive opinion as to what investment 

arbitration should be, much less, as to how he would rule in any investment arbitration case. 

In short, there is nothing in the Podcast to support a challenge to Mr. Mason, leaving aside 

any untimeliness. 

92. For the above-mentioned reasons, this Tribunal should reject Respondent’s Challenge. 

 
154 Ibid. 
155 UNCITRAL-Rules, Art.12(1). 
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SUBSTANTIVE ISSUES 

93. On 6 July 2016, Respondent enacted Law-66 banning coal-fired energy-production in its 

territory.156 This measure breached Respondent’s obligations under Art.II of the ASNEC-

Treaty,157 by failing to provide Claimant’s Investment with FET. As shown below, (I) 

Respondent induced MFNB to invest within its territory creating legitimate expectations 

that were later frustrated through the enactment of Law-66. Respondent’s conduct was 

arbitrary, unreasonable, and disproportionate. Moreover, Respondent failed to act 

transparently and failed to provide for a stable legal regime, as required under the ASNEC-

Treaty. 

94. Additionally, contrary to Respondent’s arguments,158 (II) other international obligations do 

not exonerate it from liability.  

I. Laoc failed to provide FET to Claimant’s investment in breach of the ASNEC-

Treaty 

95. Art.II of the ASNEC-Treaty, reads: 

“Each Contracting Party shall accord at all times to Investments of 
Investors of other Contracting Parties fair and equitable treatment. (…) In 
no case shall such Investments be accorded treatment less favourable than 
that required by international law, including treaty obligations (…).”159 

96. FET is an independent and autonomous standard of treatment,160 compliance with which 

should be tested on a case-by-case basis.161 It is a standard detached from the customary 

international standard for treatment of international investments.162 Indeed, FET reflects a 

standard of treatment which goes beyond that of customary law.163  

 
156 Law-66, Art.1. 
157 ASNEC-Treaty, Art.II.  
158 Response, pp.27-28. 
159 ASNEC-Treaty, Art.II. 
160 Antin, ¶508. 
161 ADC-Affiliate, ¶445; Global, ¶488; Micula, ¶506; Mondev, ¶118; RWE, ¶440; Waste Management, ¶99. 
162 UNCTAD, p.22.  
163 UNCTAD, p.22; Azurix, ¶361. 
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97. This is confirmed here, as the wording of the ASNEC-Treaty specifically observes that the 

treaty-based standard of treatment shall be no less favourable than that required by 

international law.164 

98. To cite as an example, in Azurix, where the relevant investment treaty provided for FET 

and, immediately after that, stated that investments “(…) shall in no case be accorded 

treatment less than required by international law (…)”, the tribunal concluded that such 

statement merely worked as a floor below which no interpretation can fall but that in no 

case shall such statement be interpreted as a ceiling.165 This conclusion has been echoed by 

numerous tribunals.166 

99. To be sure, host States are entitled to take regulatory measures within its territory 

concerning foreign investments as an act of sovereignty.167 However, a balance must be 

struck between the sovereign State’s right to act in public interest and the protection to 

foreign investors.168  

100. Additionally, the preamble of the ASNEC-Treaty expressly recognizes the need for stable, 

transparent, equitable and favourable conditions to investors169 and should be taken into 

account in order to achieve the object and purpose of the Treaty.170  

101. Now, FET protects investors against conducts that (a) frustrate an investor’s legitimate 

expectations,171 (b) lack stable and transparent conditions,172 (c) are arbitrary173 or lack (d) 

 
164 Azurix, ¶361; Global, ¶485. 
165 Azurix, ¶361.  
166 UNCTAD, p.23; Global, ¶485; Lemire, ¶253. 
167 DOLZER/SCHREUER, p.109. 
168 ADC-Affiliate, ¶¶423-425; Azurix, ¶¶310-311; CMS, ¶277. 
169 ASNEC-Treaty, Preamble. 
170 VCLT, Art.31(2); MTD, ¶113; Société Générale, ¶116; Compañía de Aguas, ¶7.4.4; Siemens, ¶81; Bayindir, 

¶230. 
171 Bayindir, ¶179; Biwater, ¶602; El Paso, ¶348; InfraRed, ¶365; LG&E, ¶131; MCI, ¶278; Parkerings, ¶¶329-

330; Philip Morris, ¶320; PV-Investors, ¶565; Saluka, ¶302; Tecmed, ¶154. 
172 Charanne, ¶477; Electrabel, ¶7.74; LG&E, ¶131; Novenergia, ¶545; Plama, ¶173; PV-Investors, ¶566; 

Rumeli, ¶¶609-610. 
173 UNCTAD, p.12; Anglo American, ¶443; Bau, ¶11.5; Bayindir, ¶178; Casinos Austria, ¶242; Cervin, ¶462; 

Deutsche Telekom, ¶336; Electrabel, ¶7.74; Novenergia, ¶545; Rumeli, ¶¶609-611; Rusoro, ¶524; Tatneft, 

¶394; Waste Management, ¶98. 
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proportionality in relation to their goal.174 Otherwise, if the conduct of the State falls within 

any one of the aforementioned scenarios, it will constitute a violation of FET.  

102. In this case, Laoc (A) created legitimate expectations in Claimant that it later demolished 

through the enactment of Law-66. Accordingly, it (B) failed to provide stable and 

transparent legal conditions and fundamentally changed its regulatory framework in (C) an 

arbitrary and (D) grossly disproportionate manner, thus breaching Art.II of the ASNEC-

Treaty.  

A. Respondent created legitimate expectations that T1 would function for its 

promised lifetime, and then frustrated them through arbitrary measures175  

103. MFNB (i) had legitimate expectations that T1 would remain operative for 40 years, which 

were carefully built in a continuous and steady manner by Laoc. Respondent then (ii) 

frustrated such legitimate expectations by enacting Law-66 and cutting T1’s life-spam to 

14 years (i.e. a 65 percent reduction on the life expectancy of the plant).176  

i. Respondent created legitimate expectations that T1 would fulfil its lifecycle 

104. Legitimate expectations, which may arise from commitments, representations or assurances 

made to, or for the benefit of, investors, are one of the elements of the FET standard.177 As 

has been repeatedly recognized by case law, if a State frustrates an investor’s legitimate 

expectations that it created, such breach amounts to a breach of the FET standard.178 

105. In addition to specific assurances, legitimate expectations may also arise out of the legal 

framework in place at the time of the making of the investment.179 As highlighted by the 

tribunal in Isolux,180 legitimate expectations arising out of the general regulatory framework 

of a State are binding when investors could not have predicted an unfavourable evolution 

 
174 LG&E, ¶195; Masdar, ¶484; MTD, ¶109; Occidental, ¶¶404-409; PV-Investors, ¶311. 
175 See Substantive Issues, I.C.  
176 Law-66, Art.1. 
177 Antaris, ¶360; Baywa, ¶459; Biwater, ¶602; EDF Limited, ¶217; El Paso, ¶376; Gold Reserve, ¶571; Micula, 

¶669; Novenergia, ¶662; PV-Investors, ¶578. 
178 POTESTÀ, pp.108-109; Total, ¶118;.Antaris, ¶360; Antin, ¶538; CEF, ¶185; El Paso, ¶376; Novenergia, ¶662; 

Parkerings, ¶332; PV-Investors, ¶578; El Paso, ¶376. 
179 SCHREUER, p.145; UNCTAD, p.69; Costruzioni, ¶159; Frontier Petroleum, ¶285; Masdar, ¶484.  
180 Isolux, ¶781. 
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of the regulations from the available information to them at the moment of investing.181 

Investors are thus also protected from unreasonable modifications to historically stable legal 

frameworks.182  

106. Thus, what matters are the legitimate expectations that were created before the 

investment.183 In this case, the relevant date is 1 December 2010,184 when the Investment 

was made.185 

107. At that time, the Laocan general regulatory framework regarding coal-fired energy-

production had remained unchanged in its essential aspects for the previous 25 years.186 

Coal-fired energy-production in Laoc had always played an essential role in Laocan 

economy. Production and supply of electricity was (and still is) dominated by the coal-

sector, which also provides jobs to a large part of the Laocan population,187 and represents 

near 20 percent of the Laocan GDP.188 

108. In this context, in 2008 the Speaker of the Laocan Parliament, emphatically argued against 

the possibility of any change to the legal framework of the energy-sector.189 In an interview, 

referring to the 25 years of stability the legislation regarding the energy-sector had 

enjoyed,190 he stated that he “(…) [sees] no reason to fix something that is clearly not broken 

and regularly contributes to our economy (…)”.191  

109. Mr. Huan Ji-Yeong, Governor of Ticadia, having a specific mandate to facilitate and assist 

Ticadia’s economic development,192 actively sought investors from Mercuria,193 such as 

MFNB.194 The Governor attended to 15 different events, including energy and investments 

 
181 Ibid. 
182 Impregilo, ¶291; Isolux, ¶781; Parkerings, ¶332. 
183 El Paso, ¶391; InfraRed, ¶367; Novenergia, ¶539; Parkerings, ¶330; SolEs, ¶418. 
184 Ex.C-4; SUF, p.57. 
185 Ex.C-3. 
186 Ex.C-1. 
187 SUF, p.56. 
188 Ex.C-1. 
189 Ex.C-1. 
190 Ibid. 
191 Ibid. 
192 PO3, Clarification-1. 
193 Ibid. 
194 Ibid. 
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forums, promoting his municipality as an auspicious place to invest in coal-fired energy 

production.195 It was after one of these conventions that Mr. Ji-Yeong succeeded in 

attracting Mountaintop to consider investing in Laoc.196  

110. In this context, in a meeting held with Mountaintop and MFNB in 2009,197 Mr. Ji-Yeong 

made specific commitments regarding the support the Investment could expect in Laoc. In 

this regard, he assured that: 

“(…) all relevant governmental officials will (…) be instructed to 
cooperate with Mountaintop to the fullest extent possible not only during 
the construction process but also after the launch of Ticadia-1 (…)”.198  

111. He could not have been clearer as to the extent of the effort (i.e. “to the fullest extent 

possible”) and as to the temporal reach of such effort (i.e. “during the construction process 

but also after the launch”).199 

112. Indeed, the Governor, acting as a Laocan spokesman,200 gave assurances that Ticadia (and 

thus, by extension, Respondent) would be, as it had historically been,201 an auspicious place 

in which to invest, and that the Investment would be economically beneficial for both 

Ticadia and the investors.202  

113. The importance of T1 was clear for all parties involved, since it would have been the first 

power-plant in Ticadia, and would have greatly reduced the Ticadian energy dependence 

on other municipalities,203 lowering the median electricity bill in Laoc by 15%.204 It is also 

relevant that no environmental concerns were ever hinted before the Investment was made, 

much less of a kind that would ultimately lead to the draconian legislation subsequently 

enacted.205  

 
195 Ibid. 
196 Ibid. 
197 Ex.C-2. 
198 Ibid. 
199 Ibid. 
200 PO3, Clarification-1. 
201 Ex.C-1. 
202 Ex.C-2. 
203 SUF, p.57. 
204 Ex.C-5. 
205 SUF, p.57.  
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114. MFNB did its due diligence, taking into account the numerous commitments from Laocan 

governmental authorities of continued support. It also took into account that other coal-fired 

power-plants in Laoc had regularly been allowed to complete their full expected 

lifecycles.206 And it also was swayed by the fact that the framework regarding coal-energy 

production had remained essentially unchanged for 25 years.207 MFNB thus committed to 

an investment of US$600 million for the construction of T1, a high efficiency power-

plant.208 That loan amounted to 10 percent of its debt portfolio.209  

115. The related construction permit, which approved the maximum emission levels of T1, was 

issued immediately upon the loan having been made.210 All promises materialized in the 

form of the licence for the commercial operation of T1 issued by the Governor in 2014, 

granting T1 40 years of commercial operations.211 

116. Even after the Investment was made, the Governor went on to repeat in public the 

commitment to do everything in his power to ensure favourable conditions to all investors 

in order to attract more coal-related investments.212 Aside from measures related to the 

consumer sector, no serious limitation had been adopted in the Energy Sector before Law-

66.213 Even when the Laocan Environmental Union (“LEU”) formed a government in 2015, 

no significant laws regarding the sector were enacted.214 

117. In sum, MFNB’s legitimate expectations were reasonably grounded in the many assurances 

of the Governor, the comments of the Speaker of the Laocan Parliament, and the long 

historical stability of the legal framework. Such legitimate expectations were confirmed and 

materialized in the issuance of the licence for commercial operation of T1.215 This licence 

crowned the progressive build-up of legitimate expectations, allowing T1 to function for its 

 
206 Ex.C-4; SUF, p.57. 
207 Ex.C-3. 
208 Ex.C-4; SUF, p.57. 
209 SUF, p.57. 
210 PO4, Clarification-1. 
211 Ex.R-1. 
212 Ex.C-5; PO3, Clarification-1. 
213 PO3, Clarification-12. 
214 Ibid. 
215 SUF, p.57. 
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expected 40 years.216 MFNB reasonably had legitimate expectations that T1 would 

complete its life cycle and, therefore, be able to repay for the Investment. 

ii. Respondent wrongfully frustrated MFNB’s legitimate expectations through the 

enactment of Law-66 

118. By enacting Law-66, Respondent cut the operative lifetime of T1 destroying its profitability 

and thus frustrating MFNB’s legitimate expectations that its loan would be repaid.  

119. As noted, on 25 September 2014, after T1 was commissioned,217 the Governor issued the 

License for commercial operation, which was set to expiry on 2054 (i.e. 40 years after its 

issuance).218 This Licence was granted in addition to the construction permit, which had 

already approved certain technical specifications of T1.219 

120. Suddenly, Respondent enacted Law-66 imposing the phase out of every single coal-fired 

power-plant in its territory by 2028.220 Through this action, T1, which was expected to 

function for 40 years, barely would reach less than half of its expected lifecycle. Through 

the stroke of a pen, Laoc reduced by 65% the operational time of the power-plant. 

121. The measure had the immediate effect of making the value of T1 drop by as much as 50 

percent.221 Moreover, having its active years drastically cut, T1 would have never been able 

to generate the funds necessary to repay the MFNB loan.222  

122. Respondent may argue that, by enacting Law-72, it offered investors the opportunity to 

invest into the renewable energy sector as a way to ease the financial burden of Law-66.223 

However, there is nothing in the Record to show that the investors directly harmed by Law-

66 closures were given any particularly favourable treatment. Law-72 appeared to be bait 

to attract investors once again into a sector completely controlled by the State, only 

benefiting Laoc itself. Law-72 in no way cures the harm done by Law-66. 

 
216 Ex.R-1. 
217 PO4, Clarification-1; SUF, p.58. 
218 Ex.R-1. 
219 PO4, Clarification-1. 
220 Law-66, Art.1; SUF, p.59. 
221 Ex.C-11; SUF, p.59. 
222 Ex.C-11. 
223 Response, p.29. 
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123. The alternative to invest in renewable energy would not be sufficient to compensate MFNB 

for the deleterious impact of Law-66. It required making a new investment,224 not receiving 

compensation for the harm devastation to its existing investment in T1.  

124. In sum, Law-66 completely frustrated MFNB’s legitimate expectations: it caused the 

destruction of a profitable and mutually beneficial Investment. On that ground alone, 

Respondent violated the ASNEC-Treaty by depriving MFNB of FET.  

B. Respondent failed to provide a stable and transparent regime 

125. Respondent acted in a non-transparent and unstable manner, impairing the ability of MFNB 

to keep on conducting its business, thus breaching on that ground alone its FET obligations 

under Art. II(1) of the ASNEC-Treaty. 

126. Transparency under the FET standard has been understood as the right of the investors to 

be informed or enjoy access to all State measures affecting the initiation, completion or 

operation of investments before they are imposed.225 This was the view of the Novenergia 

tribunal, which stated that “(…) the stability and transparency obligation is embedded in 

the concept of FET (…)”.226  

127. Accordingly, as was concluded in Tecmed and confirmed by subsequent tribunals, States 

have a duty to act in a consistent manner and free from ambiguity in its relations with foreign 

investors, so that there is no room for doubt or uncertainty on matters relating to the latter’s 

investments.227  

128. In this dispute, there is a clear ambiguity and inconsistency in Respondent’s actions, which 

ranged from actively seeking investments in the coal Energy Sector to subsequently banning 

them,228 as well as failing sufficiently to inform investors of the alteration.229 The enactment 

of Law-66 is aggravated by the sheer disregard for any notion of stability and the disregard 

for the possibility of enacting partial measures instead of a complete closure.  

 
224 PO4, Clarification-3. 
225 SCHREUER, p.374; Metalclad ¶76; Waste Management, ¶98; Novenergia, ¶698. 
226 Novenergia, ¶698. 
227 Tecmed, ¶154; Siemens, ¶298; CMS, ¶279. 
228 Law-66, Art.1. 
229 PO3, Clarification-10. 
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129. Law-66 is inconsistent with prior discussions, promises and representations by relevant 

authorities, and inconsistent with every measure that preceded it in a prosperous coal-energy 

sector, as shown above.  

130. With regards to Laoc’s lack of transparency, although Respondent did call on stakeholders 

in the Energy Sector before enacting Law-66, no agreement was reached “(…) because of 

the rather strict terms of the Coal Directive (…)”.230 This shows Respondent’s decision to 

follow the Coal-Directive no matter the consequences.231 In other words, Respondent did 

not really engage in good faith negotiations; it simply enforced the terms of the Coal-

Directive which failed to consider the investors’ concerns and excluded any possible 

negotiation.232 

131. The delay through 2028 imposed by Laoc for the phase-out does not excuse the lack of 

transparency. The remaining time for closure cannot replace consultations to reach an 

appropriately informed measure. The delay is meaningless because the effects of Law-66 

were felt immediately,233 as the value of the assets that MFNB had invested “(…) dropped 

by as much as 50% since the day Law-66 (…) was enacted (…)”.234 

132. MFNB had no hint that Respondent would act as it did, even years after T1 began operation 

and of course years after it had made its US$600 million commitment.235 Under the FET 

standard, Respondent was obliged to act consistently and transparently, and to foster and 

maintain stable conditions, by at least reaching a consensus with the coal-energy sector as 

a whole, even if not with MFNB. Moreover, by suddenly banning an entire energy-

production sector overnight,236 Laoc suddenly discarded a major source of employment for 

its citizens and a pivotal piece of its economy.237 

133. Therefore, by enacting Law-66, Respondent failed to act transparently in its relationships 

with MFNB and deprived its legal system of any semblance of stability by abruptly deciding 
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to close all coal-fired power-plants.238 This alone caused Respondent to breach the FET 

standard. 

C. Respondent acted in an unreasonable and arbitrary manner 

134. When enacting Law-66, Laoc acted unreasonably and arbitrarily, therefore violating its FET 

obligations for that reason alone.  

135. Arbitrary measures are those depending on individual discretion, grounded on prejudice or 

preference rather than on factual considerations, which lack reasonableness and are unclear 

or inconsistent with professed intentions and motives.239 This has been the view of the 

Siemens tribunal, according to which “arbitrary” means “(…) “derived from mere opinion”, 

(…) depending on will alone (…).”240 

136. Respondent attempts to justify its actions based on the increase of floods in its territory. 

However, this justification has no scientific support, since it assumes that closing coal-fired 

power-plants would stop the recurrent floods an event that had historically impacted 

Laoc.241 This assumption is based on the conclusions of the report prepared by a task force 

of environmental experts formed by the very same Laocan government around December 

2010,242 which states that “(…) there was a direct correlation between the growth of coal 

emissions and the intensity of the floods (…)”.243  

137. As noted above, the task force reasoning had no correlation to support its conclusions. 

Correlation, as a statistical measure, describes the relationship of two or more variables. 

However, this does not mean that a change in one variable is necessarily the cause of the 

change in the values of the other.244  

138. In other words, correlation does not imply causation. Correlation explains nothing.245 In an 

admirable bout of honesty, the task force noted simply the correlation between floods and 
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power-plants to ground its conclusions, when it noted that: “(…) there is no empirical 

evidence to show that floods are caused by the greenhouse emissions of the coal plants 

(…)”.246 In short, there is no evidence of “guilt”, but coal-fired plants were given a death 

sentence nonetheless. 

139. The only other study mentioned in the Record is the one conducted by ASNEC.247 This 

study, which analysed the possibility of phasing-out coal-fired power-plants, only 

concerned itself with economic factors, and the fact that coal-fired plants in the ASNEC 

region had generally reached the end of their useful lives, a premise completely inapplicable 

to T1 which was a new, modern, clean, and efficient plant.248 The Record is silent about 

whether further investigations on the effects of coal emissions on the environment had been 

conducted. Therefore, there is no empirical evidence that supports Respondent justification 

on the adoption of Law-66 in Laoc.249 In this regard, Respondent’s measure was not based 

on facts, but on mere speculation. 

140. Respondent provided no proof that a phase-out of coal-fired power-plants will in any way 

mitigate the effects of natural events. There is no causation between the operation of T1 and 

the floods in Laoc. Indeed, floods had been historically a regular occurrence in Laoc,250 

rather than a sudden calamity that started when T1 began to operate in 2014. 

141. Given that electricity generation in Laoc is dominated by coal-fired power-plants,251 the 

enactment of Law-66 will put Laocan population in an unnecessary danger, exposing them 

to a scarcity of electricity and foisting on them an uncertain period of transition. It will 

further place the population under economic stress by raising the tariff of electricity.252  

142. By banning existing sources of energy production with no factual or scientific support, Laoc 

took steps to take over the new energetic industry in the country by the creation of the LRC, 

at a cost of some US$ 1 billion.253 For that endeavour, there were ample funds available, 

but none to compensate investors devastated by Law-66.  
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143. In light of the above, Laoc’s objectives lay far from the declared environmental goals but 

may well have had to do with the expansion of the State into a previously private sector.254  

144. On these grounds alone, the enactment of Law-66 was an arbitrary and unreasonable 

measure in breach of the FET standard.  

D. The outright ban of coal-energy production in Law-66 constituted a 

disproportionate measure and a FET violation for that reason alone 

145. Law-66 was an unsuitable and unnecessary measure to achieve its purported aims. Through 

it, Respondent placed on MFNB a devastating burden, which constituted an openly 

disproportionate imposition, and a breach of Laoc’s FET obligations.255  

146. To satisfy the FET standard, State actions affecting an investment should also be 

proportionate, meaning that they must be built upon a reasonable and traceable rationale 

that should not affect investments unnecessarily.256 Thus, actions that entirely alter and 

transform the legal business environment under which the investment was made constitute 

a FET violation for the separate reason that they lack proportionality.257 

147. Several tribunals have concluded that, in order to determine if a State measure is 

proportionate, a three step process should be followed.258 First, the adopted measure must 

be suitable to achieve the objective it pursues. Second, the measure must prove necessary, 

meaning the least restrictive alternative to achieve its objective. And third, the measure 

must not burden or strain excessively a single individual or sector in light of its intended 

benefits.259 Otherwise, the measure is disproportionate and, on that ground alone, violates 

the FET standard.  

148. In the present case, the ASNEC-Treaty itself expressly reflects that the State’s right to 

regulate is constrained and bounded to lie within what is strictly necessary to achieve a 

stated end, providing that:  

“(…) measures shall be duly motivated and shall not nullify or impair any 
benefit one or more other Contracting Parties may reasonably expect 
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under this Treaty to an extent greater than is strictly necessary to the stated 
end (…)”.260 

149. Law-66’s purported aim was to achieve the objectives of the ASNEC-Directive, and to 

provide aid in tackling the historically recurrent floods in Laoc.261 

150. As shown above, the only evidence linking coal-fired energy-production with the floods is 

the inconclusive report produced by the task-force – that admitted only to correlation, not 

causation.262  

151. Moreover, by closing the high-efficiency T1 plant,263 Respondent is nowhere closer to 

reaching its renewable energy goals than it was before enacting Law-66.264 This is so 

because banning coal-fired power-plants does not automatically lead to the creation of 

renewable sources of energy. Under no circumstances can Law-66 be understood as a 

suitable measure to achieve the professed goals of relying on renewable energies. 

152. Second, the Record does not show that the challenged measure was necessary to achieve 

the goals of the Coal-Directive.265 The Laocan Government and ASNEC simply assumed 

coal-fired power-plants were the most problematic source of emissions,266 even when there 

was no empirical evidence supporting this assumption, and in the case of T1, unlike 

elsewhere in ASNEC, we are dealing with a new, efficient, and clean power plant.267 

153. Nothing in the record proves that Respondent even analysed the possibility of enacting less 

restrictive measures to reach the renewable energy production goals, despite having several 

alternatives available. For instance, the implementation of “CO2 capture” technologies that 

could result in a reduction of these emissions by 80-90 percent.268 These systems when 

applied to high-efficiency coal-fired power-plants like T1269 where CO2 capture technology 
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can be best applied,270 are nowhere near as costly as destroying a historical electricity source 

of a whole country.271 And, as noted, much of the challenged measure was grounded on the 

fact, entirely inapplicable to T1, that coal plants in ASNEC had reached or were reaching 

the end of their useful lives and, therefore, that closure by 2028 was really innocuous.  

154. Therefore, there were other less detrimental options that would have not had such a 

catastrophic impact on the Investment.272 The challenged measure fails the test of necessity 

since no other course of action was thought of. This is particularly so when Respondent 

itself did not see the need for the measure when it voted against it in the ASNEC Council 

during the vote approving the Coal Directive.273 

155. Third, Law-66 places over Claimant’s shoulders the unreasonable burden of solving through 

its insolvency the trendy environmental whim of a region. The market value of the assets 

pledged under the Financing Agreement dropped by 50 percent immediately.274 The phase-

out of T1 26 years before its expected lifetime turned the Investment into an unprofitable 

asset,275 with no possibility of recovering.276 If the benefit of closure really extended to the 

entire country by diminishing the intensity of floods (a wholly unproven hypothesis), surely 

it would have been fair for Laoc to compensate the direct victims of closure thus 

“distributing” the costs among all supposed beneficiaries of the measure instead of imposing 

the costs only on the victims of closure.277  

156. The costs of the phase-out are thus borne only by Claimant and the original owners of T1. 

However, Respondent had already benefited greatly from the operation of T1.278 By the 

time of the enactment of Law-66, the power-plant had actively contributed to an industry 

which represents a substantial amount of the Laocan GDP,279 and provided jobs for a 

collective of workers which are now jobless and whom took to the streets to protest the 
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measure.280 It had also reduced the cost of the Laocan electricity bills by nearly 15 

percent.281 The closure imposed by Law-66 violates FET on grounds of this asymmetry of 

costs alone.  

157. In conclusion, Law-66 placed an excessive burden on Claimant’s Investment, wiping out 

millions of dollars through an unforeseeable fundamental shift in the sector’s regulation. 

This breaches the FET obligation under Art.II(1) of the ASNEC-Treaty. 

II. Respondent cannot be shielded from liability 

158. To add insult to injury, Respondent argues that it should be exempted from liability, because 

even if, as was shown above, it violated its international obligation to grant FET by enacting 

Law-66, it did so to comply with its international obligation to follow the Coal-Directive. 

This argument is wrong. When enacting Law-66, Respondent chose conveniently to comply 

with one international obligation and violate another, namely Claimant’s rights arising from 

the ASNEC-Treaty. Compliance with one obligation does not excuse violating another.  

159. Therefore Laoc, (A) cannot avoid its liability by invoking the Coal-Directive and the 

ASNEC-Charter as if they were a legal “shield”. Moreover, (B) the Coal-Directive did not 

impair Respondent’s freedom to choose different measures or no measure at all to comply 

with both obligations. 

A. Respondent may not hide behind the Coal-Directive to avoid liability for its 

breaches to the ASNEC-Treaty 

160. Respondent argues that it is exempted from liability for a violation of Art.II of the ASNEC-

Treaty since it did so to comply with its international obligations.282  

161. Laoc contends that Art.120 of the ASNEC-Charter, which provides that when an ASNEC-

Member implement legal acts of ASNEC the attribution of conduct “(…) between the 

[Member-States] and [ASNEC] (…)”283 shall be governed by the norms contained in the 
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ASNEC-Charter,284 exonerates it from its breaches of the ASNEC-Treaty.285 This argument 

is without merit, because these proceedings are based on the ASNEC-Treaty, which governs 

the obligations of Laoc towards investors from Mercuria, and not on the terms of the 

ASNEC-Charter to which the Claimant is a stranger.  

162. It is almost banal to note that, when a State enters into a treaty, it becomes bound by it and 

by the obligations it undertook therein.286 Likewise, it is undisputed that States are 

internationally responsible for the conducts of its organs,287 such as their legislative body.288 

Thus, in this case there is no dispute that the conduct of Laoc’s legislative branch, (i.e., the 

enactment of Law-66) is an act for which Respondent is responsible, and is thus able to 

trigger Respondent’s international responsibility.289 

163. Liability for a treaty breach cannot be skirted simply by complying with other international 

obligations. As was understood by both arbitral and human rights case law,290 a State is 

responsible for all acts and omissions of its organs,291 regardless whether these are the result 

of the choice to comply with other international obligations.292 

164. The foregoing is particularly applicable in the context of International Law breaches 

committed because of the professed need to meet obligations towards IO. For example, as 

the tribunal in Cantoni highlighted, even if a Member State’s legislation is based on a 

Community Directive, as it is in the present case, it does not preclude a State from being 

liable for a resulting breach of International Law.293 This has also been the view of the 

tribunal in Bosphorus, according to which:  

“(…) a Contracting Party is responsible (…) for all acts and omissions of 
its organs regardless of whether the act or omission in question was a 
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consequence of (…) the necessity to comply with international legal 
obligations (…)”.294 

165. Any agreement between that specific State and an IO governs only the relations between 

that State and that IO, and could never have the effect of depriving a third party (Claimant, 

in this case) of any right that it may have under International Law.295 

166. This principle has been addressed multiple times in claims involving member States of the 

European Union, an international organization broadly similar to ASNEC, and which 

functioning is comparable to it.296 These cases have led to two conclusions that are widely 

accepted. First, the claims raised by claimants are grounded on the relevant investment 

treaties (which link States and investors), not on the law of the IO.297 Second, even if the 

IO is a contracting-party to the relevant investment treaty, this does not shield the member 

States from being respondents in disputes with investors, and thus from eventual liability 

for breaches of the relevant investment treaty.298 

167. Therefore, the conduct of Respondent’s legislative branch (i.e., the enactment of Law-66) 

triggers Respondent’s international responsibility towards Claimant, which responsibility 

does not disappear simply because Law-66 is said to have been enacted to comply with 

Laoc’s obligation towards ASNEC under the ASNEC-Charter.299 

168. In sum, the fact that ASNEC may have chosen to make itself responsible for all the legal 

acts ASNEC directs its Member-States to adopt300 does not shield Laoc from its 

international obligations towards Claimant. Laoc cannot use an IO as a shield to avoid 

responsibility for its breaches of other international obligations, even on the ostensible 

excuse of having implemented the Coal-Directive from ASNEC. 
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B. Alternatively, the Coal-Directive did not really obligate Laoc to close T1 by 2028 

169. Even viewed through the prism of the ASNEC-Charter, Laoc could not possibly escape 

from liability in the present case. The Coal-Directive, by its very nature as a community 

directive,301 was not directly effective in Laocan territory. Laoc was required to adopt its 

own local laws to implement the Directive. It could have done so or could have chosen in 

practice not to enact Law-66 at all. 

170. Art.115 of the ASNEC-Charter, which describes the legal acts of ASNEC,302 provides that: 

“(…) [a] regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable (…).”303 

171. In contrast: 

 “(…) [a] directive shall be binding, as to the result to be achieved (...), but 
shall leave to the national authorities the choice of form and methods. 
(…).”304 

172. To put simply, regulations are binding in their entirety and should be applied with no room 

for decision from the Member States. Whereas directives allow national authorities to 

choose how to adopt the measure and are binding only as to the results to be achieved.  

173. There is a resemblance between the internal regulations for the adoption of legal acts, 

definitions and wording within the European Union and the system adopted by ASNEC.305 

The TFEU defines in its Art.288 the legal acts of the European Union, making use of the 

same definitions and wording employed by the ASNEC-Charter.306 

174. We know from the European Union that there is a difference between regulations and 

directives: the first are directly effective and do not require implementation at the member-

State level; the second, by contrast do not impair the freedom of member-States to choose 

from an array of measures and thus retain control over the aforementioned measures.307 This 

is so in the case of ASNEC as well. 
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175. ASNEC did not adopt a Coal-regulation, it adopted a Coal-Directive.308 The distinction is 

material. Had ASNEC wished to make the coal phase out self-executing and directly 

binding in all ASNEC-Members, it would have adopted a regulation instead of a 

directive.309 ASNEC thus chose to adopt a legal act with optional or discretionary 

application, clearly providing States with freedom of action. 

176. According to the ILC, when States have to implement IO legal acts, a distinction must be 

made between those that leave States with discretionary room, and those that leave no such 

room for an autonomous decision.310 

177. The IO is solely responsible for the acts that leave States no discretion, for which the IO has 

“effective operational control”.311 If discretion remains with the State, the State itself 

remains responsible for its conduct.312 

178. Respondent in effect concedes that the Coal-Directive was not internally binding by 

enacting Law-66.313 The enactment was also preceded by internal debates which underscore 

that the non-adoption of Law-66 was clearly a possible alternative.314 In this vein and as 

stated in its preamble, Law-66 was only enacted after “(…) having carefully assessed the 

economic conditions (…)” of coal-energy production, thus showing that other less drastic 

measures were certainly possible and available.315 This was echoed by the Governor who, 

when making reference to Law-66, claimed that it was a very harsh measure, suggesting 

implicitly the viability of other courses of action.316  

179. Furthermore, the very same preamble only goes as far as to recognise “(…) the importance 

of the compliance (…)”317 with the Coal-Directive but makes no mention to its 
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imperativeness.318 Even Mr. Ji-Yeong pointed to Law-66 as the norm which had to be 

complied with,319 with no reference to the Coal-Directive as a source of binding obligations. 

180. Consider also ASNEC-Charter’s internal enforcement mechanism contained in its Art.124. 

First, to determine the existence of a serious breach of its Charter, a decision must be 

adopted by unanimity of ASNEC-Member.320 Second, a hearing with the breaching 

ASNEC-Member in which it submits its observations must be conducted.321 Third, when a 

determination is made, a further vote of an aggravated majority of four fifths may decide to 

impose sanctions.322 

181. In other words, had Laoc not enacted Law-66 it would have exposed itself, at worst, to a 

long and uncertain process, unlikely ever to reach any conclusion that effectively 

“punished” Laoc for failing to enact a law to reflect the requirements of the Coal-Directive. 

Laoc cannot plausibly say, therefore, that it acted under “compulsion” in enacting Law-66 

and thus violating the FET standard. It had ample discretion, yet chose to enact Law-66 

nonetheless. It remains fully liable for its FET violations, and may not claim a shield from 

liability for having acted to implement the Coal-Directive. 

182. In conclusion, ASNEC exercised no control whatsoever over Laoc, who acted through its 

legislative sovereignty, on its own merits. Respondent had the autonomy to determine how 

to apply the Coal-Directive, or whether to apply it at all. This act only enacted by ASNEC 

is nothing but an obligation of the same hierarchy than that contained in the ASNEC-Treaty. 

Laoc discretionally chose not to comply with its obligation towards Claimant excusing itself 

on the supremacy of the IO notice. For this reasons Respondent should be liable for the 

enactment of Law-66. 
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PRAYER FOR RELIEF  

183. For the foregoing reasons, Claimant respectfully request this Tribunal to:  

a. Dismiss Respondent’s Challenge to Mr. Mason; 

b. Declare that it has jurisdiction to hear the present dispute;  

c. Declare that Respondent breached Art. II of the ASNEC-Treaty by not providing 

Claimant’s Investment with fair and equitable treatment; 

d. Declare that Respondent is not exempted from liability by operation of the ASNEC-

Charter or the ASNEC Coal-Directive;  

e. Issue directions for a further hearing to determine damages to be assessed against 

Laoc and in favor of Claimant for the breach set out in item (c) above; and  

f. Order Respondent to pay for all the costs of this proceedings, including the Tribunal’s 

fees and expenses, the KCAB administrative fees, and Claimant’s legal costs and 

expenses. 

 

Respectfully submitted on 16 September 2020 

by 
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